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by George Kirby

Jujitsu is the gentle art of self-defense. It has earned
that distinctive name because of the character of the art. A
person proficient in the art of jujitsu has the choice of
creating a great deal of pain and injury or severe pain with-
out injury. It is a unique characteristic of the art.

The ability of a jujitsu practitioner to acquire this skill is
based upon his ability to become proficient in the use of
empty-hand techniques combined with an understanding
of ki and the circle theory of movement. If jujitsu is taught
as an art the student will gain a unique proficiency in all of
these areas. By acquiring a good understanding of empty-
hand techniques the student will also have acquired an un-
derstanding of ki, the circle theory, and the application of
empty-hand techniques to weapons.

Empty-Hand Defined
Empty-hand techniques are those that use ki, attacker

momentum, nerves and pressure points, and the circle
theory to bring down an.attacker. An application of empty-
hand techniques is easier to comprehend once each of the
elements is understood.

Ki can be defined in a number of ways. It can be called
the inner spirit, driving force, or the center of energy. If a
person commits himself to an action he is committing his
ki; his energy is directed towards that end. An attacker
commits his ki to the direction of hls attack. He is extend-
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The basic concepts of jujitsu can be
applied with or without weapons. Here a
pressure.point attack, whether bere-
handed, with a jutte or with a yawara
stick, contributes to the momentum of
the throw. The attacker's ki is redirected
by means of the nerve technique into a
circular movement which brings him to
the ground.
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is center of energy in that direction.
en attacked you can use your ki to stop his force

and counter it directly (hard arts) as inFiqure 1. Your ki can
also be used to absorb the attacker's ki and either
continue his direction of force or redirect his energy in
another complementary direction (soft arts) as in Figure 2.
A complementary direction will be explained later.

Attacker momentum is the end result of the attacker's
extension of his ki. It is that amount of energy that is being
directed towards a certain point, (Figure 3). The momen-
tum, as an expression of ki, is what is used by a jujitsuka
as a basis for his response to the attack. It is the ability to
sense and use the attacker's momentum that makes circle
theory techniques possible.

Nerves and Pressure Points
Nerves and pressure points are those points in the

body, usually at a body joint, where nerve centers can be
attacked by a jujitsuka. The attack may be a simple ap-
plication of pressure by one finger. This may result in con-
trolled pain (with no injury), loss of blood circulation (as if
used on the cartoid artery), or a stunning feeling identical
to electricar shock resulting in a muscle spasm, numb-
ness, or muscle contraction which can be used to loosen
up an attacker. The use of simple pressure also makes it
possible to control and redirect the attacker's ki.

A nerve or pressure point attack can also be in the form
of a hit and occasionally in the form of a kick. In this case
the amount of impact force is not as important as the
speed at impact and how fast the hit or kick can withdraw.
The strike is supposed to stun-not injure. Almost all hits
of this type are done with some part of the open hand.
There are many successful stunning blows that can be
dealt with the palm of the hand and the hand in a cupped
position. Again, the intent is to stun, not injure.

Circle Theory
The circle theory is both a very simple and an extremely

complicated concept that deals with the movement of the
attacker. Simply stated, 'the basic idea is that-through the
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use of the attacker's ki, his momentum, the use of nerves
or pressure points, and the use of your own ki, you are able
to direct the attacker in any of a number of directions by ex-
tending his ki in a circular motion. To accomplish this, the
defender must become the center of the circle with his ex-
tremities serving as the spokes that radiate out to the edge
of the circle.

Figure 4 gives a basic idea of the circle theory. If an at-
tacker (A) strikes at you with a hit or a club you move out of
the direct line of the attack, deflect the hit, and then con-
tinue its direction in a circular motion, bringing the at-
tacker down. The movement of the defender in directing
the attacker's ki must encourage the circular motion. Even
though the attacker may not make it beyond the ground (G)
the motion and the ki must be extended beyond that point
to guarantee success.

The circle theory also allows movement to the left or
right, (Figures 5 and 6), up and, if desired to the right or left
as for a kick, (Figure 7), or if for a knife thrust or swipe,
(Figure 8) a double circle, one to lock the wrist and the
other to execute the throw. The application and cornbina-
ion of circle theory movements are limited only by the
efender's skill and knowledge of techniques as well as
e attacker's ability to survive them. (Attackers rarely sur-
e the defense.)

ay have noticed that the moves illustrated in Fig-
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ures 5 through 8 all involve changing the direction.ot the at-
tacker's momentum. This is accomplished by redirecting
the attacker's ki in a complementary direction. A com-
plementary d~rection is one that is usually less than 90
degrees to the right, left, up, or down, from the direction of
the attack. The direction change is usually a circular mo-
tion incorporated into the circle that actually results in the
throw (Figure 9).

When ki, attacker momentum, use of nerves and pres-
sure points, and the circle theory are understood, it is
easier to explain the concept of empty-hand techniques.
Empty-hand techniques are those techniques in which the
defender uses his body as the center of a circle. (The
center of the circle may move as needed to meet the
demands of the technique.) One or both of his hands are
used to direct the attacker to the ground through the use
of maneuvers that incorporate the attacker's ki, mornen-
tum, nerves and pressure points, and the circle theory.

By using empty-hand techniques it is possible to use lit-
tle, if any, of your own ki in bringing your attacker down.
This is possible because you're directing the attacker'skl
and using his energy. The harder he attacks the faster and
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Anotheici:laracteristic of empty-hand techniques is
that many of them can be applied to weapon techniques,

. Before looking at this aspect though, it is essential to
secure a broader background of the interrelationship be-
tween empty-hand techniques and the art of jujitsu.

Empty-hand techniques play a larqe role in the martial
art of jujitsu. They are assigned such a large role because
most jujitsu systems are open-ended. Jujitsu is a very flexi-
ble art. It includes training in many of the skills taught in
judo, aikido, karate, and other arts. Jujitsu techniques are
designed to apply to .a wide variety of situations and
empty-hand techniques form the broadest basis for learn-
ing.
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Teaching Jujitsu as an Art
It is impossible to teach empty-hand techniques sepa-

rately from the whole art of jujitsu. On the other hand, if [u-
jitsu is taught as an art, the student will develop an ex-
remely broad martial arts background which will give him

a thorough understanding of empty-hand techniques.
There are only about 30 to 50 basic moves, in jujitsu.

Figure 9
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The yawara stick, which hardly looks like
a weapon at all, can be used to lock an

opponent's bone into place, greatly
increasing the effectiveness of a stand·

ard technique.

They are fairly simple moves if the student can operate in a
relaxed manner and become proficient. However, it is the
combination of these moves, plus variations, that makes
the art as complex as it is simple. That is what makes it an
open system and a llte-lonp learning experience.

In developing an understanding of basic jujitsu moves
the student learns more than just how to initiate tech-
niques. If he is to be successful in mastering the skills he
must also develop an understanding of body kinetics-the
consequences .both of his actions on the attacker .anc of
the attacker's motion on him. It is essential that a sue-
cessful student of the art know where his attacker will end
up.

Another aspect of the art is a knowledge of and ability
to attack nerves and pressure points. With this skill the·
student secures two additional attributes. First, he can
control the amount of pain an assailant may suffer, with or
without accompanying injury. Second, he can use nerves
and pressure points to secure control over the attacker's ki
and thereby maneuver him as desired.

A third characteristic of the art is developing automatic
reactions. Any martial art is effective only if the defender's
reactions are automatic. You must be able to react without
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thinking. If the student is proficientand comfortable in his
knowledge, having found certain techniques that work well
for him, the process is simple. But automatic reactions
may also be more difficult because of the variety of reo
sponses a student has to a given situation. For a hit he
may choose anything from a simple nerve stun all the way
to a bone-breakinq, [oint-dlslocatinq throw. Keep in mind
that a reaction must be automatic to be successful and it
must also be combined with an effective follow-throuqh.

An understanding of the interrelationship of all of these
facets develops as a student becomes proficient in the art.
Some aspects can easily be explained to the student by
the instructor. Others are more easily learned through per-
sonal experience.
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Long-Range Consequences
It is relatively easy to teach a person how to defend

himself. There are a lot of simple techniques that can be
taught that work well. The only problem with teaching a
martial art solely as a means of self-defense is that the

. student is very limited in his responses in the long run. It is
much like going to' a computer school to learn how to pro-
gram computers. You'll learn to program one type of sys-
tem. However, if you go to' college and earn a B.A. in math,
with a specialization in computer programming, you can
walk into almost any system with very little, if any, addi-
tional training. This is because you've taken the time to get
a good background, learned the theory, and developed a
working knowledge of how computer systems function. It
is a harder and longer road, but the results are more re-
warding. •

A parallel can be drawn in jujitsu. If the art is taught as
an art, the student will be learning far more than simple
self-defense skills. If he understands 'how basic moves
work and can be combined, he will have developed an ex-
tremely broad background from which to draw.

In addition to this broad background the student also
will have built an exceptional self-defense system. It is a
self-defense skill that is unique in a number of ways. First,
the defensive response can be suited to the situation. With
a variety of moves at his automatic disposal and with the
judgmental skills that develop alongside, the student is
not confined to one or two maneuvers that are limited in
thei r effect.

Second, the student can select techniques that can
cause anything from minimal pain all the way to disabling
injuries. The student also can alter his techniques even

Continued on page 86

Or the same outward arm throw can be
performed empty-handed with little or no
danger of injury to the attacker's arm,
(Note that the throw takes place at a
complementary angle to the attack.)

SPECIALIZING IN AUTHENTIC KARATE EQUIPME T

SHUREIDO
(MADE IN OKINAWA)

'$ ;iL -t-
SHUREIDO has the highest quality that can be found in Martial Arts
equipment, anywhere. Quality and authenticity are the essence of
Okinawan Martial Arts and SHUREIDO equipment is made with this in
mind.

These are RECOMMENDED BY
THE All·JAPAN KARATE FEDERATION.

KARATE UNIFORMS * All SHUREI·DO Gi are made of Specially
100% Highest Quality Cotton Canvas.

corro» cerro»
LIGHTWEIGHT CANVAS #11 CANVAS #11 EXTRA

BLEACH EO BLEACHED BLACK HEAVYWEIGHT
WHITE WHITE (WITHOUT BELT) CANVAS #10

KA·9 WK·11 KB·l1 K·l0
Size Height • List Your Price List Your Price List Your Price List Your Price

0 3'11" $23<lQ $20.00 ~ $27.00 ~ $27.00 $'- $-
1 4'3" "'2>HlO. 21.00 '35,QQ 28.00 -=00.. 28.00 - -
"12 4'7" '2!;,§Q 22.00 '3&.QQ 29.00 '3&.QQ 29.00 - -
2 5'1" ~ 23.00 ':If-,QQ 30.00 ~ 30.00 ~ 35.00
2'iz 5'3" '2&§Q 24.00 '3&.QQ 31,00 ~ 31.00 ~ 36.00
3 5'5" "3&00 25.00 ~ 32.00 ~ 32.00 --.e,oo. 37.00
3% 5'7" ~ 26.00 --.e,oo. 33.00 -.e<lQ 33.00 -..,00. 38.00
4 5'9" -:mlO. 27.00 ~ 34.00 ~ 34.00 "<I&G<l 39.00
4'12 5'11" = 28.00 ~ 35.00 --..,00. 35.00 ~ 40.00
5 6'1" "3>HlO. 29.00 ~ 36.00 ~ 36.00 ~ 41.00
5'/2 6'3" -= 30.00 ~ 37.00 -...00. 37.00 ~ 42.00
6 6'6" "36000. 31.00 ~ 38.00 --.&.00.. 38.00 -= 43.00

- SHURI-DO KARATE TRAINING EQUIPMENT -
KO-BUOOSTEELSAI(pair) ~ ••• A -:J-'- c:
OCTAGONAL,H~OMAOE,STRINGGRIP

...•
SNS"Nat••rat A·ll '/~" B·3V,' $34.00 SNONatural A·19V," B·4';''' 37.00
SNMNatural A·13V," B·3V," 35.00 SNKNatural A·13'h" B·3V" 39.00
SNLNatural A·14V," B·4" 36.00 SNTNatural Nunti A·20" 39.00

KO-BUDO NUNCHAKU -=NORed Oak 13'1," $12.00 NCCitron 13'I," $15.00

KO-BUDO BO
BO6 6 Feet BO Center Diameter lY,"Tapering 'A" $28.00

KO-BUDO NUNTI BO ..Y
NUBORed Oak BO with Chrome Nunti $60.00

KO-BUDO EAKU (OAR) KOBU DO 3 SECTION STAFF
AKO $31.00 3SK • $45.00

( I' t

KO-BUDO TONFA (pair) Handmade Red Oak
f- .... ' ... J..~

TRMS(Round) A·3'h" sn 'I." C·3%" $23.00
TRMM(Round) A·4y," B·13%" C·'A" 24.00
TRML(Round) A·4';''' B·15%" C·4'1" 26.00
TSMM(Square) A·4'1," B·12'I,' C·3';''' 24.00
TSML(Square) A·4'1." B·15'1," C·4V," 26.00

KO-8UDO KAMA (pair) \ FOCUS GLOVE •
Steel Blade, Handle Red Oak Professional all

leather training ~
aid. Firm pad

KOMM·13v." $28.00 provides a target for
. KOLL·16" 30.00 kicking and punching. $lB.95

Prices effective January 5, 1981. WHOLESALE RATES AVAILABLE

RYUKYU ENTERPRISES, INC. .•Dealer inquiries welcome.

ft 3627 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles, California 90019
Tel: (213) 731·3016

Name

Address

City

State Zip

QTY. CAT. NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE TOTAL

I Personal checks are held !.I
4 weeks for bank clearance.

Sub-Tolal r----ISh;"'"g • H,"dli"g ~I Cant. residents add 6% sales lax r----
TOlalorderunderS20,0Q Add$2.00

$20.00-100.00 10% Shlppmg Charge r----
Over-l00.00 5% C~nada, Hawaii, Alaska, Puerto RICO ~dd 20%. rete Amount ~
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Continued from page 57

while his response is under way if a change in the situa-
tion dictates. His broad knowledge provides him with alter-
nate moves that can be used if a follow-through isn't work-
ing.

Lastly, the student will have developed a thorough
understanding of empty-hand techniques. It is the theory
behind this knowledge that makes it extremely easy for a
competent student to pick up a good working proficiency
with a variety of martial arts weapons (defensive tools)
with very little additional training.

From Empty-Hand to Weapons
There are two schools of thought regarding' the

teaching of weapons. One school contends that weapons
can be taught and learned without any other martial arts
training. The main disadvantage here is that the student
has learned only the mechanics of the weapon without
developing an understanding of the weapon and why it
works as it does.

The other school is based on the concept that a good
knowledge of empty-hand techniques is an essential back-
ground for learning the proper use of weapons. The logic
of this. approach is that if a student has become skilled in
empty-hand techniques he has also, in effect, developed a
good working knowledge of all the elements, (such as ki,
nerves, etc.,) that result in such knowledge. The student
realizes that in order to execute empty-hand techniques

•
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successfully he must be able to extend his ki thorugh his
hands and fingers.

Awareness of this concept makes it easy for a profi-
cient student to apply his knowledge to defensive tools.
Hewill see the weapon as an extension of his body rather
as an independent object. The weapon is not seen as a
cold inanimate object that has isolated moves that must
be learned just for that weapon. Rather, the weapon is
seen as a defensive tool. It is an extension of the body. It is
an object that will allow an additional extension of ki and a
tool that empty-hand techniques can be applied to with lit-
.tle modification. _

Such an awareness makes it possible to teach a brown
or black belt weapon techniques with relative ease. They
have a good understanding of how the techniques are sup-
posed to work and what must be done for a technique to
be successful.

The most common defensive tools used are staffs, all
the way from the eight-inch koshi-no-bo (yawara stick) to
the six-foot bo: It is very easy to apply empty-hano tech-
niques to these weapons as it is very easy to see the ap-
plication of these tools, particularly the koshl-no-bo and
the hanbo (30'36-inch staff).

Applying empty-hand techniques to these weapons
also has many street applications even though a person
might not necessarily carry them with him. However, tech-
niques from these weapons can be applied directly to the
use of a pen, pencil, rolled newspaper or magazine to ex-
ecute koshi-no-bo techniques, A cane or an unbrella is an
easy substitute for a hanbo.

A skilled student of jujitsu may also develop com-
petence with other weapons, some of which have been
given a large role in many karate systems. The jutte, which
was initially designed to disarm samurai, can now be used
as an effective striking arrd hooking weapon to sensitive
areas. Many koshi-no-bo techniques can be applied to it
with the additional benefit of the jutte being used as a rip-
ping and tearing weapon.

The tonfa and nunchaku can also be applied to empty-
hand techniques. Rather than being used as striking weap-
ons they are used to entangle and bring their attacker
down, possibly without any severe injury. It might be well
to note that many of the takecown and comealong tech-
niques used by police officers who use the PR-24 (a police
version of thetonfa) are based on empty-hand techniques
previously taught to the officers, The knowledge of empty-
hand techniques is what makes it so easy to teach the use
of the PR-24.

The techniques displayed in this article serve as an il-
lustration of how empty-hand techniques can be applied to
a variety of weapons. You will notice an absence of strikes
and hits with these weapons in the sequences shown.
However, blocks are used. It should be noted that there
also are a variety of surprisingly similar striking tech-
niques that can be shown with each weapon, but that
should be left for another article.

If you plan to try any empty-hand techniques using
weapons you should use a great deal of caution. Weapons
are not as flexible as the human body. Your partner can be
easily injured unless you exert.a great deal of self-control
and he knows what's happening and cooperates fully. This
is especially true for the tonfa and jutte. Tonfa techniques
do an excellent job of locking joints, but a bit too much
'pressure can result in a fracture. The momentum and
breaking force of the baton is also sufficently great to
break bones. Continued

SPEED MATTE
How fast are you now? Want to know for SU'9 =
getting faster?
Measure your speed electronically and SEE the -- _ =-
ment with the new HITMASTER.
HITMASTER is a hand held hitting target whic reazs
out the speed of your punch on a digital display to --e
nearest 100th of a second when struck, The signal;
strike HITMASTER is an audio signal which sounds un i
you stop it with your punch or kick,

The HITMASTER comes with 12" x 6" vinyl covered
striking board, 1/2" digital display and complete instruc-
tions for operation.
HITMASTER is now available at the introductory price
of $64.95

Send to:
PYTRONICS, P.O. Box 1182, Port Huron, Michigan 48060

o Enclose $64.95 + $1.75 shipping in check or money order
for each HITMASTER. Michigan residents add 4% Sales tax ...•......

NA~{-_' _"'_J ADDRESS _

CTY STATE ZIP _

o I would like more information, Enclosed find $1.00 for
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VAN WAH CO.
Manufacturers

of Martial Arts Wear
33·18 28th Avenue

Astoria, New York 11103
Wholesale only
(212) 932·2355

MADEin
U.S.A.

We manufacture the finest Karate, Kung Fu, Tae Kwon
Do uniforms, beltsvsashes, Hakama, etc.
These quality uniforms are 1'00% cotton or polyester
and cotton and are made in America to satisfy the high·'
est American standards, They are double, triple and
quadruple stitched to last longer and they can be
machine washed with no ironing required and with no
fear of shrinkage.
These uniforms come in light- or heavy-weight material,
in black, white or any color you prefer.

Dealers wishing to inquire about wholesale rates use the address above,

Any inquiries for school and retail prices only, should be directed to:

MARTIAL ARTS EQUIPMENT, INC.
1157 Main Avenue
Clifton, NJ 07011

(201) 472-1117

BAK LEE TAT INC.
696 Mass Avenue, Central Square

Cambridge, Boston, MA 02139
(617) 354-1540

TAl MANTIS
6431 Westminister Avenue

Westminister, CA 93683
(714) 891,0047

PELICAN FOOTWEAR
587 Park Streel

Hartford, CT 06106
(203) 246-1412
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A. "Grand Masler" Wing Chun Dummy-One
of Bruce Lee's favorite training aids. 1000Ibs.
Crush proof plastic body! 5 ft. and 6'12 - Dia.
Upper arms are 9V. - wide at ends for Karate
or Kung Fu styles. Attaches to wall w/mount-
ing instructions. $129.95

~

RACKSSOLD SEPARATELY
1. Wall Rack w/flanges. $59.95

2. "Porta-Rack" holds one or two dummies
(free standing). Attaches to floor or
plywood base. $79.95

3. "Deluxe Porta-Back" for schools holds
three or four dummies and one adjustable
stretch bar. $89.95

B. "Deluxe Sleel Fingers" rip, tear, crush! lrn-
proveyour gripping power in oneweek! Oua!i-
ty steel construction holds up to 300 Ibs or
more! Will last forever! (Weights not
included). $29.95

C. "Pro-Stretch" higher, easier kicks in half
the time! Top quality all steel construction
w/deluxe ankle pads. Fully adjustable for pro-
gressive stretching. $23.95

TAX: Cal. Aes. 6% Foreign 2D%
No personal checks.
Moil Money Orde'r or Cashiers Check To:
GRAND MASTER MARTIAl ARTS
2212Weslboro Ave., Alhambra, CA 91803

ITEM. ITEM

ITEM ITEM _

NAME PHONE

ADDRESS _

CITY STATE ZIP _

FREIGHTCHARGES:C.O.D. Allow 3·6weeks lor delivery.

DYNA
STRIKE

An amazing new punching and
kicking device developed by Mas-
ter Han Cha Kvo . After years of
research by Master Han, Dyrra-
Strike has proven to be better
than a bag or striking board.
Dvna-Strike is durable and a very
affordable way of st re nghte ni ng
your body and blocking/kickingl
punching techniques. Dy na-St rik e
is a portable device that also may
easily be wall-mounted. Made of
super-strong polyethylene and
new, "impact-resistent," strike
pad. Choose from medium or
heavy tension.

t'r

I DEALER:
SJQ Martial Arts Supply Co.
135·02Roosevelt Ave.
Flushing, NY 11355
East Coast

Dvna-Strike is a must for any serious student of the martial arts, and a
very effective training device for athletes of all sports. Also, a very
effective device for developing "Ki Power."

DYNA-STRIKE
HAN'S MARKETING INC.

6348 N. WESTERN AVE.
CHICAGO, ILL. 60659

-------------~
Illinois residents add 5% sales tax.
In United States, add $1.75 for
shipping and handling. Foreign
orders add 75 cents more.

Tension~ Medium Heavy _
Pleasesend Dyna-Strikes@ $25.00 each.
Enclosed is my check or money order for $ _
Please make check payable to Han's Marketing.~PL~E _
_~DRESS _
CITY STATE ZIP_______________ ~ J

Sorry No COD's.
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The jutte deserves two additional warnings. Despite its
deceptive appearance the jutte has a great deal of weight
and momentum behind it, especially if a person is struck
with the end of the tip from a circular motion. It can easily
deliver enough force to break a collarbone or rib.

The jutte is also a tearing and ripping weapon. Even
though the guard doesn't come to a point it can easily rip
or tear skin and flesh, even through a double-weight judo
gi. Unless properly held for training purposes the jutte can
turn while it is being used thus turning the guard (hook) in
towards the attacker's body. It is strongly recommended
that areas where the jutte will come in contact with the at-
tacker should be wrapped in athletic wrapping (adhesive)
tape to prevent or reduce the chance of injury.

Conclusions
Jujitsu, the gentle art of self-defense, is a very flexible

art that makes extensive use of empty-hand techniques.
Such techniques are very valuable in the art because they
provide for an effective integration of the attacker's and
·defender's ki. When combined with the circle theory,
empty-hand techniques become an effective way for the
defender to extend his ki to control the attacker and his
motion.

Empty-hand techniques can be applied to weapons
training, often giving the trainee insight into the theory
behind the operation of the weapon. The application of
empty-hand concepts to weapons training provides the
learner with additional skills to develop techniques. that
are an extension of his own ki. The student's application of
the defensive tool will be limited only by his flexibility in
applying empty-hand techniques to the weapon as an ex-
tension of his body. •

Jujitsu is an art. The use of weapons should also be
taught as an art. To do so allows the student to see the
similarity between empty-hand and weapon techniques,
develop a better operating capability with the weapon, and
realize that empty-hand training has many applications.
With proper training and experience a jujitsu student can
become an artist. Whether he chooses empty-hand or a
weapon he's still practicing an art in which he is capable
of extending himself and his knowledge, limited only by
his flexibility and ability to apply learned techniques_ )e(

FIGHTING ARTS
UNLIMITED
Formerly Intermountain Martial Arts Supply.

Full line of supplies
and equipment for the
complete martial artist.

"YOU
NAME IT,

WE
HAVE IT.
IF NOT,
WE'LL

FIND IT."

• From uniforms to Bruce Lee
supplies

• Latest available weapons
and books.

CALL NOW (602) 265-6858
or write:

FIGHTING ARTS UNLIMITED
1411 W. Indian School Rd_

Phoenix, Arizona 85013
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